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This catalog is dedicated to the description of a collection of hairdressing furniture for a beauty salon. The
main elements of this collection are: wash chair Onda,
hair chair Frida and aesthetics chair Gala. Additional elements wich complement and complete this collection
it’s the cart for instruments Brixton, the hairdressing
mirror Sven, and also accessories: stand for legs Escala
and collar for wash chair.
What unites the elements of this collection? Undoubtedly, the first are the shapes! Smooth round armrests
in chairs, and in wash chairs. And second - combinations of brown shades: mischievous bright brown and
a noble aged brown.
One of the attracting details wich make our upholstery
exclusive, is the usage of our stitches, which we affectionately call “mermaid”. because of it’s similarities
with mermaid scales. This firmware - is one of the lastest trends in the furniture world. This drawing - it’s
not only aesthetic beauty, but it also have a practical
meaning thanks to an additional layer of thin foam
rubber in the stitching makes the chair more comfortable for your client during long staining procedures.
And of course, the choice of wood color for the trolley and the mirror is also not accidental, it is included
in the same range of natural warm colors organically
complementing this exclusive collection. We invite you
to familiarize yourself with its details!

Fone Astral18 from https://wallstreetstudio.ru/
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olor. To be or not to be? Undoubtedly, most beauty salons and hairdressers use chairs in black upholstery.
So practical. An indisputable argument. Indeed, black
is practical in daily use. But can a color other than black be
practical? We say, absolutely YES!

ut it’s not just brown. In his drawing, he has small stains, “ water“, this gives him
a huge practical value. Thanks to this ”water”, brown becomes invulnerable to
spots, blotches, or more exactly they may appear during operation, but due to
the heterogeneous color, they will not be so glance. It should also be said about the
texture of this material. It is very pleasant to the touch. It always feels warm thanks
to its velvet coating.

W

e present our alternative to black. This is brown, or
rather its different hypostases. Cinnamon copper, or
brown-orange or brown-honey. What associations
do we have with it? Mobile, naughty, cheerful. And it is the
same, but only its serious side: brown dessert brown, coffee
brown, aged, rich brown. It has the character of a sedate, unhurried, trusting. In our opinion, this is a perfect balance, a
perfectly coordinated game of opposites, a perfect match!
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GALA

NEW
COLLECTION

DESCRIPTION
Hair chair for beauty salons. It’s very comfortable chair. It’s has a big cozy seat and a little rejected back. Also it’s very popular for MAKEUP
thanks to inclination of back part and regulated headrest. Also we recommend chair GALA
for barber corner.
Size:

66x68x50-64 cm

Colors:
Price:

SVEN
DESCRIPTION
Mirror. Classic design. Straight lines of the silhouette, rounded corners at the shelf for placing accessories. Nothing added. Above all is
the reflection of the satisfation client in it.

Size:

70*175*20 cm

Colors:
Price:

BRIXTON
DESCRIPTION
This cart is here for a reason. Although it is
from the Loft collection. But thanks to its natural materials-iron and wood-it fits very organically into this collection and has become an
integral part of it
Size:
Colors:
Price:
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40х35x94 cm

DETAILS

INSPIRATION

DETAILS
a distinctive feature is smooth
rounded lines
amazingiy attractive
Browns and shades

mix

of

exclusive stitching pattern “water-nymph”
multifunctional chair for haircuts and aesthetics
auxiliary furniture is selected in
the same style
a wash collar is a nice compliment for convenience
chrome footrest in the style of a
chair base
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HAIR SALON

1.

ceramic
NEPTUN

2.

wash chair

ONDA

76*124*95 cm

3.
Size:

Size

Size:

Colors:

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:

Price:

trolley

BRIXTON
40х35x94 cm

4.

1.

3.

8.

6.

4.

2

7.

FEATURES

4.

Whole beauty salon

Size:

Multifuntion
Personal design
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mirror
SVEN

70*175*20 cm

5.
Size:

inclination chair

GALA

66x68x50-64 cm

6.
Size:

Colors:

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:

Price:
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hair chair
FRIDA

68x69x49-59 cm

FRIDA

ESCALA

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The design of the Frida hairdresser
armchair differs from the others. The
first thing that attracts attention is
the smooth curved lines of the armrests. Wide armrests increase the accent of curvature.

The footrest is independent. An essential accessory in a hair salon. Allows the client to sit in the chair with
maximum comfort.

Size:

68x69x49-59 cm

Size:

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:

COLLAR

ORBITA

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

During a hair wash or hair care procedure, this accessory will help the
client to sit more organically, reducing tension in the neck area, playing
the role of a pillow

The master hairdresser’s stool is referred to as auxiliary furniture and
sometimes does not pay due attention to it. Vainly. This is a great helper when coloring, cutting long hair
or washing.

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:
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GALA
A multifunctional hairdressing armchair
Gala it’s the central part of the collection,
which also complete the hairdressing
chair Frida and the head washer Onda.

DETALS
Curved armrests and round Headrest are
precious details of armchair Gala. The reclining backrest and adjustable headrests
give this chair addition functions – for
beard and face care.

Product Materials

plywood, foam rubber

Upholstery

exclusive PU leather

MULTIFUNCTION
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LBS

Base

hydraulic bomb and metal base

Assemblay

Easy Assembly

Size:
Colors:
Price:

66x68x50-64 cm

HAIRSALON

BEAUTY
SALON
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HAIR WASH CHAIR

1.

NEPTUN

2.

UPHOSLTERY

3.

UPHOLSTERY

DESCRIPTION
The head wash Onda is the classic read in a new way. Wide armrests and curved
lines are conceptual details of the head wash Onda. Form a perfect collection with
the hairdressing chair Frida and makeup chair Gala.

HIGHLIGHTS
STEEL FRAME

3.

DECORATIVE
PART

PLASTIC

BACK

THE SEAT OF THE SPRING
DENSE FOAM
CERAMIC SINK
ADJUSTABLE SINK TILT MECHANISM

2.

FEET FIXED TO THE FLOOR

1.
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ONDA
DESCRIPTION

ONDA

The shell of the head washer is
plywood, seat – spring zigzag.
Rear housing-metal covered
with decorative plastic in black
or white color.
Very comfortable and deep ceramic. Available in white or
black. The eramic has swingarm
for customer convenience. Includes all accessories: faucet,

shower, drain.
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NATURE

SENSATION

Fone Astral18 from https://wallstreetstudio.ru/
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HAIR SALON

This fone Astral18 from https://wallstreetstudio.ru/
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GALA

ONDA

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The inclination of the back of the
armchair Gala is easily controlled
thanks to a lever, located on one
side of the armrest. The mechanism
of the backrest inclination is mediated by a gas piston.

Very comfortable and deep ceramic.
Available in white or black. The ceramic basin has swingarm for customer convenience. Includes all accessories: faucet, shower, drain

Size:

66x68x50-64 cm

Size:

76*124*95 cm

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:

FRIDA

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The space between the back
and the seat makes it easy
to
clean,
after
a
haircut.
The armchair housing is made of
plywood. The interior is filled with
high density foam.

Master’s chair. An indispensable assistant in any hair salon. Adjustable
height with gas piston. Chrome base
and black plastic wheels.

Size:

Size:

68x69x49-59 cm

Colors:

Colors:

Price:

Price:
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35*35*43-57 cm

SALON GALA
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GALA
A multifunctional hairdressing armchair
is Gala, the central part of the collection,
which also complete the Frida hairdressing chair and the Onda head washer.

DETALS
Curved armrests and round Headrest are
precious details of Gala armchair. The reclining backrest and adjustable headrests
give this armchair some functions – for
beard and face care.

Product Materials

plywood, foam rubber

Upholstery

matte black PU leather

LBS

Base

hydraulic bomb and metal base

Assemblay
Easy

MULTIFUNCTION
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Size: 66x68x50-64 cm
Price:

HAIR SALON
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